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REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP 
ON THE YEAR 2000 ROUND OF POPULATION 

AND HOUSING CENSUSES

Introduction

The meeting o f the Workshop on the Year 2000 Round of Population and Housing C ensuses was 
convened by the Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America and the Caribbean and Secretariat to the Caribbean Development and Cooperation Committee 
(ECLAC/CDCC), at the Kapok Hotel, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, from 2-4 December 1998.

The workshop was conducted under the chairmanship o f Mr. Lancelot Busby of the 
ECLAC/CDCC secretariat. Mr. Busby introduced the members o f the head table and invited them to 
deliver opening remarks.

The agenda, as adopted, is presented at Annex 1. A list of participants is included at Annex 2.

Agenda item 1: 
Welcome remarks 

Summary of speech made by Ms. Len Ishmael, Director, ECLAC Subregional Headquarters for 
the Caribbean

Ms. Ishmael welcomed participants to this planning workshop for the Year 2000 Round of 
Censuses, an event which was seen as a Critical first step in planning for the most crucial data-gathering 
exercise to be undertaken by the subregion at this time. She viewed the census as an important tool for 
public sector policy and social research, and notified the meeting that the Office was committed to 
supporting this process, with the financial aid given by ECLAC’s Latin American and Caribbean 
Demographic Centre (CELADE) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA).

The objective o f the workshop was to provide a forum for the review o f the last regionally 
coordinated census, and to learn from past experiences, both good and bad. The workshop would provide 
an opportunity to identify and analyze major successes and challenges in the planning, designhnd 
execution o f the upcoming Round. The Director stressed the importance of the subregion taking the 
necessary steps towards ensuring future self-sufficiency in the areaofcensus planning and processing, 
given the decrease in funding over time that it has faced.

In closing, she stated that while the administrative respohsibility for the Census continued to 
reside with the C ARICOM Secretariat, the convening of this workshop by the ECLAC/CDCC secretariat 
was an attempt to assist the subregion to plan strategically for the work which lay ahead and was 
demonstrative o f ECLAC’s commitment to that process.
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Summary of speech made by Mr. Daniel Blanchard, Director, Latin America and Caribbean 
Demographic Centre (CELADE)

Mr. Blanchard stated that the population of Caribbean countries was at the very centre of the 
development process and, as such, was worthy of particular attention and study by policy makers. In this 
regard, complete and reliable data on population was seen as a vital tool for promoting the economic and 
social development of the countries of the subregion, and it was for this reason that CELADE had given 
such priority to the censuses, including the preparatidn, processing and analysis of the data obtained. Mr. 
Blanchard thought that the census was the most ambitious statistical operation undertaken by Caribbean 
countries, and required very careful preparation ad planning. He noted the need to ensure that the actual 
census-taking operations were conducted carefully, with reasonably full coverage and with results that 
would become available in a timely manner.

Mr. Blanchard noted that the Census offered the best source of complete and accurate data that 
could be used by both the public and private sectors to help them draw up development plans and 
projects. One of the main dilemmas with censuses was how to achieve a balance between past practice 
and the changes which were needed to deal with emerging social issues. Mr. Blanchard suggested that 
during the workshop the group should discuss how the Census could, while functioning as a basic tool, 
enable the subregion to improve the ways in which social and economic data were collected and to 
complement census data with other types o f research.

In closing, the Director o f CELADE expressed his view of the meeting as a concrete example of 
horizontal cooperation among experts from Caribbean countries in order to design the best possible 
Census for the Year 2000 Round. Hepledged CELADE’s continued support in providing the countries 
o f the subregion with the technical expertise and the benefit o f its long experience in both the 
organization and processing o f  the census.

Statement by Mr. Ralph Hakkert, Country Support Team for Latin America and the Caribbean, 
on behalf of UNFPA

Mr. Hakkert stated that his role as a member of the Country Support Team for Latin Americá and 
the Caribbean was to advise on technical matters related to the projects and programmes funded by the 
UNFPA, at the request of the country representatives and, ultimately; o f the countries themselves. 
However, the role o f the UNFPA in the upcoming census round for the Caribbean was to be mòre limited 
than in 1990, when a major proportion o f the census operation was funded directly by UNFPA. The 
reduction in funds for this year 2000 Census Round in the subregion reflected a global change of 
priorities as a consequence o f the decisions taken at the International Conference of Population and 
Development (ICPD) in Cairo, 1994.At that forum, it was decided that the largest category of UNFPA 
activities would be in the area o f Reproductive Health, and the rather heterogenous area o f Population 
and Development Strategies, which included the collection of basic data, such as census data, was to 
receive less funding.
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For the present census workshop, however, most o f the funding came from UNFPA. It has also 
supported other technical activities in this area to raise public consciousness on the upcoming Census. 
Mr. Hakkert pledged specific technical support from UNFPA through the Country Support Teams and 
through its Census Specialist who operates out of New York.

Statement by Mr. Osmond Gordon of the CARICOM Secretariat

Mr. Gordon stated that the importance of the censuses and the need to carry them out could not 
be over-emphasized. The censuses are critical sources of sound and relevant statistical information that 
fed into policy formulation, planning, programme management, evaluation and the need to keep 
Caribbean people informed. In addition, the censuses provided the framework for in-depth studies which 
will need to be carried out in the intercensal years. While it was necessary to recognize the importance 
o f the censuses, recognition should also be given to the critical requirements which needed to be met if 
the census were to yield sound and useful results. In this regard, Mr. Gordon highlighted some major 
challenges that faced the census process. These incorporated management and execution issues and 
included:

(a) The urgent need to get the outputs o f the censuses to users in a shorter time-frame than 
for past censuses.

(b) The need to conduct cost-effective data collection exercises which can produce sound 
census results.

Mr. Gordon stressed the need for the National Statistical Offices and the Regional Secretariats 
working in collaboration with other organizations to be equipped to deal with those and any other 
challenges arising out o f the censuses. He saw the workshop as an opportunity to examine the various 
challenges and to commence planning for a successful round of censuses. He pledged the Secretariat’s 
continued participation in and support to the census exercise in the Year 2000.

Agenda item 2:
The 1990/1991 Round of Censuses...

Experiences; Lessons for the Year 2000 Round

Mr. Desmond Hunte, Consultant, hoped that experiences gained in the 1990/1991 census 
exercise could be fully utilized in the next round o f censuses so as to make the process a more useful 
and successful one. While the census data were, for some countries, the main source o f information 
for social and economic development planning, policy-making and administration, to government 
and non-government organizations (NGOs) and researchers, it was imperative to view the census 
as a continuing process. The population and housing censuses should be viewed as part o f an 
integrated programme o f data collection, and should provide benchmark data from other 
supplementary sources. Mr. Hunte stated that the census questionnaire tènded to remain largely 
unchanged at every census exercise. This was in part due to the lateness in preparing and carrying
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out the census, and to the census data not being put to the kind of use that one would have expected, 
given the amount o f financial and human resources that were injected into the census exercise. In 
presenting his paper, Mr. Hunte outlined the major areas o f the 1990/1991 round o f censuses that 
were plagued with problems for one or more o f the countries o f the subregion at one time or another. 
Presented below is a summarized list o f these areas and the main associated problems:

Administration and organization

Bureaucratic delays led to the late establishment o f the Regional Census Office (RCO), 
which initially had no work space fomially assigned to it as an office. Secondly, the delay in the 
release o f funds for the RCO resulted in the late acquisition of computer equipment for the census 
activities.

In those cases where the Census Officer was not the Director o f Statistics, the national 
advisory committee’s role in the administration of the census was significantly stunted. Also, in this 
case, very often the Census Officer had little or no experience in the area of census administration.

Planning of the census

Many o f those involved in the planning o f the census failed to view the entire exercise as a 
continuous process that required various intercensal activities in order to make the project run 
smoothly and efficiently at the start o f each subsequent decade.

The problem o f the Director o f Statistics not being the Census Officer also had ramifications 
for this planning stage o f the census project, since it meant that the statistics department was not 
involved in the process and, therefore, could not transfer its knowledge for the benefit o f future 
censuses. It also meant a negative impact on post-census activities, since the Census Officer (and 
sometimes the Deputy Census Officer) had no experience in census taking or survey work.

Political interference also made it very difficult at times to plan a census effectively.

Even though the extent to which the national advisory committees were utilized in the 
planning stages is unclear, and although in some instances they played a significant role in the 
publicity programme, their role may have to be revisited.

Census preparation

The questionnaire

The late start in preparing the questionnaire meant that there was insufficient time to finalize 
and print a common questionnaire, and many countries reported using different versions.
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Not enough staff were recruited to work on the census activities, which meant that the quality 
o f the enumerators and field supervisors was seriously affected. As a result, the quality o f the data 
collected was also negatively affected. The in-house supervision o f editors/coders was poor in some 
countries.

Mapping

The low quality o f the Enumeration District (ED) maps resulted in a high level o f under
coverage.

Publicity

Very often publicity was not effectively planned.

Data processing

For various reasons, those persons trained in this area were unable to contribute to the census 
exercise as had been expected. This was seen as an unfortunate waste o f monies from the census 
budget.

Training o f field staff

This area was not without its problems, such as a lack of sufficient space to conduct training. 

Field activities

One major problem faced was the dropping out o f  trained enumerators after the census 
exercise had begun. Not only did this mean a waste of funds, but more time had to be spent training 
additional enumerators during the course o f the exercise.

The inadequate supervision o f enumerators led to under-counting.

Post-field activities

The inadequate number o f editors, coupled with the lack o f proper accommodation for 
documents, equipment and staff, resulted in delays in completing the editing and coding of the 
questionnaires. This produced delays in moving the costly Optical Mark Readers (OMRs) from 
country to country.

Census management
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The Opscan 10, more expensive than the Opscan 5 and thought to be more durable, turned 
out to be more problematic than its smaller sibling for many of the countries that used it. It was often 
easily affected by the environment and plagued with technical difficulties.

Financial constraints saw delays in the acquisition o f new machines.

Analysis of data

For some countries, the lack o f a professional editor placed an additional burden on the Regional 
Census Coordinator (RCC) and the Consultant in demographic analysis. This resulted in a delay in 
getting the project off the ground.

Administrative reports

Fewer than half o f the countries produced their reports, and many o f them lacked detail in 
describing the problems encountered and the solutions utilized.

Dissemination

The seminars that were planned for each country, in which findings o f the census would be aired 
and discussed, never materialized.

Post-Enumeration Surveys (PES)

Because o f the exhausting nature o f this exercise and the financial constraints, the PES was not 
conducted in most o f the countries.

In the light o f the foregoing observations, Mr. Hunte offered the following suggestions:

(a) The advisory committees should be more involved in making a more valuable 
contribution to the census process than in the past

(b) There is a need to restructure the way in which the software is taught. There should not 
be too many modules being taught at once.

(c) A regional approach to training should be adopted.

(d) Allocate sufficient space for the office, storage and training. Documents and shelves 
should be properly labelled.

(e) Ensure that enough persons are selected for the census process to cater for drop-outs.

(f) Place emphasis not only on field supervision, but on office supervision.
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(g) Place necessary importance on the PES.

(h) The census process (data collection, analysis and dissemination) should be viewed as a 
continuous process so as to minimize the number of problems.

(i) There is a need to improve communication between the national offices and the regional 
office so that the countries can benefit from the expertise of the latter.

Summary of paper presented by Ms. Susana Scholnik of CËLADE

Ms. Scholnik proposed that the end o f the millennium be taken as the opportunity for the 
subregion to take stock o f the progress made during the past 50 years or more o f prolonged efforts to 
reconcile information collecting processes that aimed to benefit the population, especially the more 
disadvantaged sectors of society. O f all the data sources available, the census was seen as the only one 
that gathered information about the entire population of a country. However, the issues covered by 
censuses were not settled, nor were the subjects included and the questions that interpreted them immune 
to change. Nevertheless, the presenter considered it necessary for the census to be sensitive enough to 
capture new situations and flexible enough to adapt to social change, without sacrificing comparability 
with past census exercises.

Ms. Scholnik identified the vulnerable groups in society and sought to determine the extent to 
which the census could provide the relevant information and contribute to development with a focus on 
the new requirements in a cost-effective manner.

In closing, she recommended that efforts should be made to cope with new demands for 
information to serve the needs of development, with censuses now being expected to do more than just 
count the population. This required a complete reassessment o f the role o f censuses and a commitment 
to higher standards o f quality, efficiency and cost-effectiveness for creating a new census strategy. This 
approach would involve at least five major requirements:

(a) Viewing censuses as a major social investment;

(b) Considering censuses as part o f the national statistical system and not as something that 
was outside it;

(c) Reconsidering all aspects o f the role o f the private sector in censuses;

(d) Structuring new forms o f relationships between users and producers o f data;

(e) Analyzing possible alternatives to conventional censuses.
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One of the main concerns coming out of the presentations was the use o f the Opscans 5 and 10 
to scan in census data. Participants requested information on the specific needs o f the census 
questionnaire, the cost comparisons between the two models, their future use on other similar projects, 

f ! and the cost-benefit analysis o f buying the machine as opposed to renting it for the purposes of the census 
activities. The meeting was informed that while the cost of using the Opscan was quite high (including 
the increased cost o f having to prepare the questionnaire abroad), the benefits derived from having data 
scanned in and cleaned in a relatively short period of time far outweighed the cost of the very time- 
consuming traditional process o f manual data entry. In addition, many of the smaller countries often did 
not have the experienced human resources to clean the data as well. Nevertheless, many countries that 
used the Opscan in the last round o f censuses reported relatively positive outcomes, and stated their 
intention to use it again in the upcoming round of censuses.

The question of training in the management of the census was another area identified by the 
participants as requiring special attention. The smaller islands stated that in the 1990/1991 censuses they 
were not very involved in this area, and called for assistance in becoming prepared for the Year 2000 
Round. Also, there was need to pay attention to the potential damage that could be caused by natural 
disasters on the countries as they prepared for the census exercise. With a decrease in available funds, 
governments o f the subregion had to decide carefully where to channel the scarce resources. The 
suggestion was made that the census questionnaires should be waterproofed.

With the census being just one of several projects underway in the offices o f some countries, 
participants thought that not enough attention was given to the census process itself. It was suggested that 
in those cases, the Chief Statistician or the Director of Statistics should delegate responsibility among the 
staff Participants were warned o f the implications o f political interference and the faulty data that could 
be produced as a result.

A notable problem that occurred during the census was the inaccuracy o f responses to the 
questionnaire. Participants thought that the problem existed because the public viewed census-taking as 
a government exercise which did not benefit them. The participants therefore endorsed the need to 
publicize the national census, placing special emphasis qn a coordinated approach to public education that 
would enlighten the public about the benefits which accrued to them by giving detailed and honest 
answers.

To assist in this area, several participants recommended that the Caribbean Media and 
Communication School (CARIMAC) and the Mass Communication Department of the University of the 
West Indies (UWI) be enlisted in the public education drive for the census. Mr. Hunte, former Head 
o f the Regional Census Office, informed that for the last census, publicity professionals had been 
approached and a public education video was developed. This, however, was not completed because of 
lack o f funds.

Discussion on experiences
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Mr. Hakkert advised that while the UNFPA was unable to provide funding to the subregion for 
the 2000/2001 Census, technical assistance in the area o f advocacy and Information, Education and 
Communication (IEC) for the census would be available.

Because of the inability of the UNFPA to fund the next round of censuses, delegates echoed the 
sentiments that the issue of partnership with the private sector had become especially important at this 
time. The meeting advised that the Council o f Human and Social Development (COHSOD) Ministers 
should approach their respective Ministers o f Finance on the issue o f funding since it was anticipated that 
the funding of the census faced serious competition from the recent occurrence of natural disasters in the 
subregion.

Mr. Gordon announced that the COHSOD would meet early in January and that this issue would 
be discussed. Discussion at national level would follow. He also commented on the dilemma of scarce 
financial resources which faced the region, as occurred in 1991, and noted that while sources for external 
funding were being sought, governments had to meet their funding responsibilities o f the census. This 
necessitated heavy promotional impetus at the national level to get the message across to governments 
that the census was important and that they had an obligation to fund it. He suggested that for the 
subregion to benefit from future censuses, thought should be given to the possibility of initiating 
discussions on the census beyond 2000/2001 in the veiy near future. He warned that the private sector 
would not take part in the census unless they were shown the benefits to be gained from the rich 
information base it offered.

Several delegates spoke to the success with which partnerships with the private sector resulted 
in the sensitization o f the population through advertisements in various media. In view of the benefits 
to be derived from the rich information based which emanated from the last census exercise, participants 
thought that governments should be more receptive o f the census if  it were seen as a regional exercise 
rather than a national one.

The Chairman informed the meeting that members of the private sector had been invited to the 
workshop but had not indicated any interest in attending.

The meeting recognized that Census Officers possessed technical skills and the lack of 
management skills was a debilitating factor in the management o f the census operations. It was, 
therefore, suggested that Census Officers and Managers be trained in the wider area o f managerial skills 
to ensure successful operations o f the census.

Discussion on future plans

Post-Enumeration Survey

Participants were divided in their opinions on the issue of the usefulness o f the Post Enumeration 
Survey (PES). Some viewed the survey as a necessary tool to check coverage and the quality of the 
census data. Others adopted the view that with the use o f continuous sample surveys, election registers,
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demographic and statistical, analytical tools, a questionnaire o f high quality and a properly conducted 
census, the need for the PES would be obviated.

Arguments in favour o f the conduct of the PES stated that it was necessary, since in addition to 
checking coverage and quality, the PES also allowed for data evaluation and comparability o f response, 
the identification o f missing data as well as checks on the successfulness o f the census exercise. Views 
counter to this position stated that the PES was a very costly exercise and that there were other surveys 
and tools which could do the same work of the PES. Some participants thought that proper training of 
census enumerators, proper supervision by census supervisors of the work of the enumerators;, and quality 
built in at the start of the process would eliminate the need for the PES. Advocates for the use o f the PES 
observed that not all countries were at the same level of development and, therefore, the issues which 
might make the use o f the PES inapplicable in one country would not hold true for another. Participants 
agreed that the PES Was a confidence tool and that all methods available to check the accuracy of the 
census data should be used.

Data access

Participants endorsed the view voiced by Dr. Neville Duncan that currently, no value was placed 
on the census exercise or the data collected, and agreed that legislation should be instituted to regulate 
access and payment for the use o f the census data. Dr. Duncan advanced the view that the private sector 
needed to understand that the documents derived from the census were authentic and legal and their 
benefits considerable. He believed that the private sector should pay for the information contained in the 
census arid suggested that the information could be made free of charge to other institutions, such as 
Universities. In supporting those views, other participants noted, however, the need for restrictions on 
the availability o f census data, citing confidential information therein and called for the availability of 
portions which will suffice the analyses o f the various users. Participants were informed that in the United 
States legislation existed to regulate user access to census data and payment of fees by different classes 
of users.

The issue o f the safety o f enumerators in the field for the upcoming census was highlighted and 
endorsed by participants, who further asked that consideration be given to the possible involvement of 
the army and police for the 2 0 0 0 /2 0 0 1  census in light of the increase in crime, especially drug- related, 
across the Caribbean

The Chairman assured participants that those issues would be filtered into the design and 
approach to the census.

Mr. Gordon informed the meeting of CARICOM’s approach to the Year 2000 round of censuses. 
The Council for Human and Social Development (COHSOD) agreed to the following:

(a) A regionally coordinated approach to the census exercise;
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(b) The establishment o f the Regional Census Coordinating Committee (RCCC) for the 
period o f a year before the census, during the census year and a year after the census;

(c) The hiring of the Regional Census Coordinator for a period o f six months initially;

(d) The approval o f US$453,800 for regionally coordinated activities, a budget member 
States would contribute towards;

(e) That participating countries appoint their National Census Officer as soon as possible.

Another goal mandated by COHSOD was to have by the year 2005 at least 15 per cent of those 
leaving post-secondary school being registered in tertiary education. Finally, Mr. Gordon stated that prior 
to going to Council, it was proposed that efforts be made to move the census exercise from a technician 
activity to one involving more o f a policy aspect. There is a heavy national responsibility and a window 
o f opportunity to involve the national policy personnel.

The meeting was informed that COHSOD was expected to be the champion and sponsor of the 
census. It was hoped that they would engender a hierarchy of reporting levels to feed back up to the 
sponsors, and elicit a broad level o f support for the process.

The Chairman introduced two speakers, Drs. Neville Duncan and Karl Theodore, prominent in 
the social field, to share their ideas on urgent data requirements that might be satisfied by a renovated 
census questionnaire.

Presentation by Dr. Neville Duncan, Reader in Caribbean Public Policy Issues, UWI, Barbados

In his presentation entitled “Public data needed from a new census”, Dr. Duncan noted there was 
need for the Caribbean to envision its future and to do the things in the present which would ensure the 
accomplishment o f the set goals, and that this was the approach the census needed. He cited the occasion 
of a census as a propitious moment to ascertain whether successful strides were being made in a country 
as envisioned by its leaders. He observed that while the census could not comprehend all that was 
important to a country, it offered the opportunity to set benchmarks to plan for that envisioned future and, 
therefore, it should be informed by public policy needs while simultaneously taking great care to 
prioritize those needs.

Among the various priority areas, he made a special case for basic social services, which he 
considered very important because, among other things, these services reduced the worst aspects of 
absolute poverty and directly contributed to breaking the transmission o f poverty from one generation 
to the next in a way no other priority area could.

He stated that Caribbean governments had been in the past and continued to be committed to a 
Human Development Agenda and, therefore, needed to deal with the issue o f basic social services which 
included the following five areas: basic education; basic health; environmental health; reproductive
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health and population planning; and nutrition. Beyond the delivery of the social services, attention ought 
be paid to their quality and performance, and focus should be placed on primary and preventative 
programmes in all component areas.

Dr. Duncan made a clear case for the need to benchmark where the Caribbean was with respect 
to poverty, and to categorize the poof in order plan for the subregion and to design appropriate policies 
and actual interventions. This, he said, would also assist non-State institutions in their activities in 
poverty eradication and, in this respect, the collection of data on the poor in the census was of utmost 
importance.

In closing, Dr. Duncan stated that a national census, replicated subregionally to facilitate 
subregional planning and comparisons was necessary and should map basic data about a country’s 
population beyond age, gender, income, occupation, and urban/nlral distribution. The benchmarking 
of the Caribbean situation and the mapping of poverty in this census would also satisfy the information 
needs of social policies, basic social needs identification, health status and measuring the impact of 
economic development on the various income groups over time. The new census should have an input 
in measuring economic development and should, therefore, involve a process of explanation and 
marketing which would enhance its ability to be sold to the private sector and other international 
institutions. He concluded that only the census could offer fair and equitable information to serve as input 
into policies.

Discussion

Participants identified problems encountered with a census sample frame which did not allow for 
the identification o f the pockets o f pobr persons in rich enumeration districts, often merely separated by 
streets. Also recognized was the lack of a proper classification or definition o f urban/rural poor, which 
could impact on the possibility of funding by international agencies.

Several participants thought that the opportunity existed in the 2000/2001 census exercise to 
explore the possibility to: define areas for benchmarking; agree on definitions; collect data on vulnerable 
groups; explain concepts and terms used within the census; annex the questionnaire to the census report 
to enhance interpretation and understanding; and institute, re-think and define certain problematic 
classifications.

Some participants sounded a warning regarding the confidentiality of census data and population 
data recorded in the population register in the identification o f the poor. It this regard, the Geographical 
Information System (GIS), complemented by land information and street addresses, had the ability to 
pinpoint and list all poor households on a map.

The point that the census report should take account of current policies was endorsed by 
participants who emphasized that the utility of the report should be at the forefront o f the questionnaire 
design. It was noted that this was the CELADE approach to the census, as was seen in its presentation, 
which was geared to inform programme goals and funding for critical areas.
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(a) Involve stakeholders in the formulation of the census questionnaire to enhance its utility 
and to indicate the type o f analyses required;

(b) The manner in which analyses and surveys were to be produced;

; (c) The tabulation and cross tabulation programmes that provided the type of data needed.

(d) A tabulation plan which tailored information for the user was seen as being of key
importance.

Dr. Duncan remarked that some countries had already embarked upon planning of their censuses 
which left little flexibility to take account o f the meeting’s recommendations. He advised that courage 
was needed to go back to the drawing board to factor in the issues discussed at the meeting or else lose 
the opportunity to influence a shift in paradigm.

Presentation by Dr. Karl Theodore, Health Economics Unit, UWI, S t Augustine

Dr. Theodore sought to guide the participants in the tedious, but important, task of enhancing the 
relevance of the next census. He stated that while it was important to ensure that one could usefully build 
on what had been done in the past, it was equally important to continuously ask whether what had been 
done in the past continued to speak to the needs of the society today. It was necessary to look for a 
balance between the imperatives of change and the wisdom of census traditions. Clearly there were some 
areas where the census was doing very good work, and with slight adjustments could do even better. 
However, it should also be agreed that one major role o f the census was to provide the planners and 
policy makers with the knowledge of what might be the most effective areas o f intervention. In other 
words, a survey that collected information directly from the population should inform the users of that 
information about where the population might be hurting most. Dr. Theodore argued that this latter need 
was of great importance as a determinant o f the approach and design of the year 2 0 0 0  round of censuses.

The meeting was informed that social policy rested on two main pillars - information about the 
problems which attracted the policymakers’ attention, and the value system which informed the,design 
and the content o f policy. He lamented that it was the norm for millions o f dollars to be spent on 
collecting information from the population, and coming away knowing nothing about how people felt 
about anything. This idea of needing to know just how people felt about their situations was viewed by 
Dr. Theodore as an area o f great significance because he believed that in the world today globalization 
threatened to leave out individual communities. While spot-check type surveys might have given similar 
information, the census remained the best vehicle to capture these changes over the medium term. He, 
therefore, made the case for a census module which attempted to monitor how people felt about the 
society in which they lived and how they saw themselves and others in this society. Only when policy 
makers have information about the perceptions and the value system of the population could the use of 
scarce resources be better prioritized.

Participants suggested that time should be spent on the following:
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In concluding, Dr. Theodore called for the next census to be turned into apotent instrument for 
human and social development. This should be the goal for the next millennium. The census was only 
as valuable as its problem-Solving potential.

Dr. Godfrey St. Bernard of the Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER) of the 
University of the West Indies presented a paper in which he argued that while the impact of technology 
on patterns of human behaviour was a broad topic, there was no choice but to reflect upon the growing 
importance o f information and knowledge as the principal media that would enhance the quality and level 
of production in the Caribbean. This was spawned by the concept of the world as a global village gaining 
precedence in shaping our futures. The meeting was informed that, to date, there were no known regional 
efforts embracing systematic processes governed by research designs that relied upon the appropriate 
methodological inputs and the analytical treatment deemed necessary to spawn meaningful conclusions. 
In his presentation, Dr. St. Bernard sought to address this topic in the context of the Commonwealth 
Caribbean.

In the case o f Trinidad and Tobago, there was no known systematic research that could provide 
a basis for assessing the impact o f information technology on human behaviour. It was thought that in 
keeping with national goals promoting the attainment of sustainable socio-economic growth and 
development, the empowerment o f a nation’s human resources should be a primary objective. While 
there was no doubt that information technologies could impact positively upon human beings, 
considerable attention ought to be placed upon research that pointed towards the negative effects as well. 
This was especially important to the extent that a host of other factors linked to the family were also likely 
to have profound effects upon human behaviour over and above information technology. As such, a 
primary focus of prospective research should be to explore the nature of such associations.

Discussion

The meeting identified two main challenges faced: (a) the need for a distribution plan for the 
census datá regarding the timely manner in which the data are analyzed and made available to as many 
users as possible; (b) to decide on the salient issues to the region that needed to be included in the census 
questionnaire. Several participants thought that Dr. Theodore was overly optimistic in thinking that data 
on the public’s feelings and attitudes about society could be that easily captured in a census of population. 
There was no dispute about the relevance o f the issues themselves, but since the census seemed not to 
be the most effective wày of collecting these data, the problem was to find acceptable alternative methods 
o f collecting the required data.

While what Dr. Theodore wanted the participants to achieve as social scientists lay at the heart 
o f the dilemma, a distinction had to be made between data and information. He thought that statisticians 
had failed to turn data into information so that decision makers could make meaningful use of the figures. 
With respect to the primary objective of the census, it was felt that the census was the vehicle for the 
collection o f factual data on its population. Since there was a money cost attached to the inclusion of 
every single question on the questionnaire, the inclusion of each question had to be justified in terms of
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its usefulness and relevance in the long run. The question of content became important even though the 
census might in fact be the only way to merge demographic facts with opinions.

Another main point raised was the need to use the available technology, such as the Internet and 
modem GIS systems, to gather information that was needed, in the light o f restrictions placed on the 
entire census process.

It was suggested that a meeting be convenedat which all users of census data would have an 
opportunity to voice their opinions on the structure and content of the questionnaire, and then at the 
national level another meeting should be convened to attend to the concerns raised. Another approach 
could be to use two or more separate surveys in conjunction with the census in order to collect all the data 
needed.

Agenda item 4: 
Importance of pre-field, field and post-field activities

In his presentation, Mr. Desmond Hunte identified the activities related to pre-field, field and 
post-field activities while highlighting the importance of each activity in the census process.

Pre-field

Mr. Hunte commenced his presentation by stating that there were two important facets to 
planning a census. They were the time-frame and the budget. The former was essential since the 
planning process required adequate time. With respect to the budget, he stated that there was a tendency 
to focus budget outlays on field activities, however, he identified three other areas that needed attention. 
These were:

(a) The issue of accommodation;

(b) Travelling; and

(c) Publicity and dissemination. Even after completion of the census there is a need to 
continue the process through dissemination.

Mr. Hunte recommended that in preparing the budget the first priority o f the census officer was 
to firstly identify all the issues in the process and allocate funds to them.

Mr. Hunte stated that countries should include members of the private sector, media and non
governmental organizations in the planning stage and in this regard, each country should utilize its 
National Advisory Committee to make inputs. He advocated that the advisory committees could also 
assist in determining the topics o f focus for the process.
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1. Development of questionnaire and structure

Mr. Hunte advised that in designing and developing the questionnaire, census officers should note 
the following:

(a) To be mindful o f the desired output and develop the census questions around this 
information. Often this was done in reverse and data were produced that were not quite useful to users;

(b) To formulate a tabulation plan to facilitate the development of the questionnaire; and

(c) To be cognizant o f the medium though which the data are to be entered, and as such 
include the data processing person at this stage.

2. Pilot

Preparations

The pilot o f the questionnaire gave a useful indication as to the likely problems that could arise 
on the field at the time of the actual census and, therefore, one would know what to do if unforeseen 
situations arose in the actual census exercise. In this context, Mr. Hunte stressed that countries should 
carry out a full pilot test to include all aspects o f the census taking exercise.

3. Quality control

The speaker suggested that before the finalization of the questionnaire a different team should 
conduct a quality control check to ensure that there were no mistakes, that all the instructions were clear 
and that nothing was omitted in error.

4. Mapping

Mr. Hunte stated that any census was supposed to cover every individual and every piece of land 
area in the country. He recommended that in good time before the census, countries should ensure that 
maps were clear and precise. He recommended that an actual validation exercise be carried out, and that 
it involved going o ut on the field to verify the accuracy o f the maps.

Training was also identified as an important component o f mapping. In order to minimize the 
number o f undercounts there was need for greater attention to be paid to mapping. The need for 
subdivisions o f some EDs was also identified. Mr. Hunte cautioned that where these were done the EDs 
needed to be renumbered. To this extent, countries needed to develop numbering systems that would 
facilitate subdivision of the EDs.
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5. Selection and training o f staff

The following criteria were recommended when choosing staff for the census exercise:

(a) At the outset, countries must determine the type of staff that was required and the amount 
of workload that they could cany. The former was important also for budgetary purposes, since planning 
and budget formulation could not be executed if  the number of staff that was needed was not clearly 
determined..

(b) Train in excess, that is, countries should take into account the fact that there might be 
dropouts from among field staff in particular. In addition, when recruiting staff, census officers should 
be mindful that not everyone was suited for interviewing and therefore the pilot test should be one way 
of selecting interviewers for the census. People who were dedicated to the exercise should be chosen as 
interviewers or supervisors.

(c) Countries must decide whether they wanted supervisors and/or field editors and further 
if  these two categories of staff were needed then they should be trained appropriately. The role of the field 
editor versus that o f the supervisor should be made very clear. This was important to avoid the latter 
leaving everything in the hands o f the field editor and not doing his/her job.

(d) Interviewers, coders, field editors and supervisors should be trained at the same time to 
ensure that they were all familiar with their duties and the duties o f their colleagues. It was also 
suggested that office staff should be included in the initial exercise since they required training and 
supervision.

(e) There may be need for a deputy census officer to attend to the day-to-day running of the 
census exercise, however, the census officer should still take the responsibility of overseeing the work 
and not delegate his duties to the deputy.

(f) The importance of the internal staff structure, both financially and administratively, was 
also emphasized.

6 . Housing/Space

Mr. Hunte emphasized that space was critical to the process. The census officer needed space 
for office staff, training and for storing documents.

7. Quality control

Census officers needed to emphasize to supervisors the importance o f checking their staffs work 
in the first days of the exercise, especially data coders and data entry clerks since it was likely that 
anyserious mistakes would be made at this time. This would also allow the supervisor to discern weak
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staff members from the strong. It was also a good practice to share experiences so that people might learn 
from each other and so assist in solving problems that others might encounter in the future.

The process might also include an Area Supervisor. In this case, it was useful to have weekly 
meetings to track progress.

8 . Publicity

Publicity was identified as a key factor in the success of any census or survey. Mr. Hunte stated 
that countries could spend a lot o f money on selection and training of staff, but if  the public was not 
informed, then problems in collecting data would be encountered.

Mr. Hunte summarized the pre-field activities by stating that in terms of planning, countries 
needed to look at all of the activities and the number o f persons required for the exercise. It was also 
recommended that the budget should be prepared at least one year in advance.

Post-field activities

Data processing

Editing and coding

With respect to post-field activities in the area of data processing, Mr. Hunte identified 
the following activities in the areas o f editing and coding.

(a) The first step in the data processing exercise was the training of data editors. He stated 
that although the questionnaires would be pre-coded to a certain extent, there were other areas where 
codes would have to be installed afterwards.

(b) There had to be a clear distinction between the workloads of the editors and coders. In 
this context, Mr. Hunte highlighted the usefulness and importance of logs since they were an accurate 
indicator o f work done.

(c) Coding was a very technical and important phase in data processing. Coders should 
therefore be trained to know precisely how to code a response so that the editor could interpret his 
coding with maximum accuracy.

A problematic area in this process was the coding of illegal activities, for example, the cultivation 
o f marijuana which was widely considered as an agricultural exercise in some countries and as an illegal 
activity in others.

Another activity was the determination o f how much space an individual, i.e., a field interviewer 
could cover adequately. Therefore it was recommended that an adequate workload should be determined,
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not only in terms of number of households but also in considering the terrain that the field officer had to 
cover.

Data entry

Mr. Hunte stated that the census officer should be aware of the time-frame within which 
the data should be entered. In this context, he reiterated that if  competent personnel were hired this would 
facilitate the task. He reminded that allowances should be made in the event o f errors on the 
questionnaires, loss of staff and suggested that contingency plans be arranged to deal with this.

In terms o f hardware and software used, Mr. Hunte advised census officers to ensure that these 
were applicable and could be used. For example, he stated that if  it was decided to use RE,DAT AM or 
IMPS software, census officers should consider persons with these skills already or train staff 
accordingly. He also suggested that training at the national level could be more practical than at the 
subregional level in the event o f staff loss, since more people could be trained in any given country and 
provide "backup" in the event o f the loss of personnel in the census exercise.

Output

Mr. Hunte stated that the output o f the data would depend on the desired report out of the 
exercise. Tabulation plans would assist in determining whether the target could be achieved.

He warned that there would be limitations as far as the questionnaire was concerned, and 
as such there should be the development o f at least a minimal analytical skills to produce output that 
could represent the data to explain and, therefore, be more useful to users.

Mr. Hunte recommended quality control checks on output and suggested that printouts 
should be checked and re-cheeked for relevance to users' needs. One of the main outputs of the census 
would be the collection o f printed ED maps with correct boundary definitions.

Dissemination/communication o f data

The past Regional Census Coordinator stated that it was incumbent on the Census Office 
to have a seminar on the dissemination o f information, informing where the information could be 
obtained and what it was about. Also he stated that the public should be informed by radio, television 
etc., about the output. There was also a need to translate data into information and that the census office 
was the best set to do this since they were involved in the process.
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The decision on whether or not to conduct a post-enumeration survey should be taken in advance 
of the census and should be influenced by the national census budget.

Administrative reports

The Administrative Report took into account everything that had been done. It highlighted the 
problems encountered and the solutions taken.

Mr. Hunte summarized that it was essential to plan the census process entirely from the 
beginning to the end, that is, from pre-field to post-field. Within a year o f the census the production of 
preliminary tables and initial reports should be available to the public. He stated that with careful 
planning that target was achievable. At least information on the population count should be available. 
However, he warned that quality control checks should be put in place and stated that initial raw 
information that was not close to the desired output should not be released.

Discussion

In the ensuing discussion the issue of pilot surveys was raised and the representative from Aruba 
informed that a pilot census had been carried out by supervisors and that the result was an improvement 
in the census count.

Representatives suggested that consideration be given to developing training videos that could 
be shared among units and would allow for a measure o f continuity and, therefore, enhance the 
preparation process o f the census.

Documents that were helpful to the census process were identified by representatives, as follows:

(a) The Netherlands Demographic Institute had produced a document on pre-field, field and 
post-field activities, including information on a range of issues dealing with the census.

(b) A document on data collection methods and research for the census by Claudia Chambers 
was well suited to the Caribbean subregion.

(c) The Australian Census Bureau produced a useful document which was disseminated 
through the United Nations .

(d) Microsoft Project was suggested as a good software package that would assist in 
preparation for the census.

On the issue o f mapping, participants observed that in the past not much attention had been paid 
to mapping until veiy shortly before census day. It was recommended that the Town and Country Office

Post Enumeration Survey
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or the Lands and Surveys Department should have base maps illustrating the location of the EDs. These 
maps should be easy to use in finding any errors that might exist on the census office maps. It was further 
suggested that supervisors should go on the field with their census staff to show them the Eds and point 
out the boundaries. The participants stated that the mapping problem was exacerbated by Ihe presence 
of squatters. The meeting was informed that at present there were workers checking and gridding every 
ED to ensure that the problems of double counting and undercounting in the 1990/91 census did not 
recur.

The meeting agreed that effective supervision was the key to the success o f die Census. 
Supervisors should ensure that good, clean quality-checked reports were produced. To ensure the latter, 
it was recommended that supervisors be well paid

Agenda item 5: 
Strategies for the achievement of the goals of year 2000 Round of Censuses

The reports o f the two subcommittees that had met on the previous evening to discuss aspects that 
required particular attention in the census exercise were presented to the meeting.

Report from Group 1: “Issues for a Future Regional Organization and CARICOM”

The table below identifies the topics discussed in the subcommittee and the recommended areas 
for assistance to be delivered to countries.

Topic Area of assistance
Data processing Technical expertise; machinery; computer training (IMPS, 

REDATAM, Editing programmes, Microsoft Project)
Mapping Technical expertise; assistance in generating maps; training in 

map orientation; producing base maps
Census management workshop Quality control; operational control; managing stress; project 

management (identifying critical path); legislation (drafting 
and reviewing); importance of feedback from supervisors 
(e.g. Netherlands Antilles conducts bi-weekly meetings with 
census team); planning and follow-up

Training o f trainers —
Administrative report Guidelines for writing and modelling format
Data evaluation —
Questionnaire design
Attachment to other Census 
Offices

—
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Summary ofreportfrom Group 2: “New issuesfor the possible inclusion in the census questionnaire, 
and strategies for their inclusion”

The Group presented the following list of issues in accordance with its mandate.

Issues to be included when designing the new census questionnaire

Housing

The extent to which houses were meeting the building code to withstand natural
disasters;

Housing insurance.

General characteristics

Relationships within households;

Family analysis.

Migration

Measurement of emigrants and their characteristics;

Remittances from abroad;

Expand the codes to identify origin and destination of immigrants and emigrants,
respectively.

Education

Literacy/illiteracy levels.

Fertility and union status 

Reproductive health;

Teenage pregnancy (age at birth of first child).



Levels o f unemployment.

Morbidity

Diagnosis o f chronic illness;

Access to health facilities;

Health insurance.

Mortality

General;

Infant.

Information technology

Availability to households.

Crime

Time-frame of alleged victimization.

Poverty

Income from all persons whether working or not;

Remittances, pensions.

Environment

Garbage disposal.

Participants recommended that census analysis should be sensitive to special groups, including 
children, women, girls, boys, the elderly, the disabled, indigenous populations.

23

Economic activity

D efine clearly what constitutes econom ic activities;
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Economic activity: The concept should be refined. The current set of questions yielded levels 
of unemployment that were unrealistic. The need for more thorough screening of questions was 
observed.

Training: Current questionnaire underestimated levels/types of educational training. It did not 
identify persons of multiple training status.

Fertility and union status: The questionnaire should be re-examined and pre-tested once again. 
Some countries found that the response rate of the question on age at birth of first child w as strangely 
low. As s result the question could not be depended on to yield estimates of teenage pregnancy.

Education: There was a need to know what other types o f training/education or types of basic 
education a person had other than just ‘highest level’.

Security: Participants advocated a revision of procedures for census activities in fee night wife 
respect to vagrants and street people.

Mr. Gordon briefed fee meeting on fee strategies to be implemented by fee CARICOM 
Secretariat in order to achieve fee goals feat were planned for fee year 2000 round o f censuses.

The urgent need to appoint the Regional Census Coordinator had already been recognized, and 
feat fee RCCC must meet as soon as possible, as early as January 1999. This RCCC would establish a 
census plan and fee time-frame for fee key activities. The question of funding was of great importance.

While the Secretariat was unable to say feat fee source o f funding was secured, there was a strong 
possibility for funding from some other sources.

Member States were also urged to make their contributions to fee RCCC promptly.

Work had already begun on a project document feat sought to elicit funds from various sources 
for fee year 2 0 0 0 .

Because of fee need o f fee representatives to brief those in positions of authority in their country 
as soon as possible for political and bureaucratic reasons, Mr. Gordon promised to convey fee urgency 
o f fee matter o f funding to fee Secretary-General.

The setting of census dates by fee RCC was to be determined by fee level of preparedness of each 
country to carry out fee exercise.

By way o f a quick review of fee workshop, a meeting was planned wife Mr. Hunte, CARICOM 
and fee ECLAC/CDCC secretariat as an immediate follow up. Communication between fee CARICOM

Evaluation o f the questionnaire used in 1990/1991
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and ECLAC/CDCC secretariats would be continued in order to get census activities started and 
accommodate the suggestions made at this workshop.

Since the census involved a number o f sectors (such as health, education, women’s affairs), those 
respective programmes had to be made aware o f the census process and its attempt to assist these areas, 
especially when considering proposals for new data cutting across other sectors.

A special session of the Heads of Governments had been planned for February/March 1999, at 
which the Secretary-General of CARICOM would ensure that issues raised at the RCCC meeting in 
January of 1999 were brought to the forefront. This would be seen as an attempt to sensitize the Heads 
on the census.

Mr. Hunte made a number o f recommendations on issues that needed to be addressed early and 
diligently:

(a) The establishment o f the Advisory Committee, which was to provide assistance and 
support to the exercise at national level.

(b) The appointment of National Census Officers as soon as possible since they had to 
familiarize themselves with the various activities they would become involved with.

(c) With respect to budgeting, it was imperative that one tried to access funds from the 
government as well as donor agencies with whom there might be bilateral agreements. The participants 
were asked to think ahead of possible sources of funding, and to remember that each agency required 
specific reporting procedures before the funds were released, either in total or in part.

(d) It was not too early to start thinking of persons who could be used in various positions, 
both inside the office and outside. This strategy afforded the opportunity to select the best people for the 
job. The possibility o f re-hiring some persons who had worked well in the last census was suggested.

(e) Because regional training accommodated only one or two people, it was critical to 
identify at an early stage those persons who would be best suited for the training

(f) The meeting was asked to decide on the most practical year in which to conduct the 
census. It was suggested that rather than conducting the census in 2000, being ill-prepared, it might be 
preferable to do it in 2 0 0 land have a greater probability of success.

Agenda item 6: 
Tools for managing implementation of the census project

The representative from Saint Lucia, Ms. Ethel Jn. Baptiste, made a presentation on "Census 
Budget: The Saint Lucia Experience ” in which she stated that the purpose of the census budget was to 
allow for the smooth running of the census operation. In that regard, those responsible for implementing
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the census needed to take action on: (a) notifying the respective Ministers of Finance of the impending 
census about three years prior to the event; (b) asking for a capital budget; and (c) getting familiar with 
the present budget system. Ms. Jn. Baptiste stressed the importance o f drawing up a calendar of census 
events that would serve as a guideline to determine needs. She then demonstrated a broad outline of a 
proposed census budget with the categories o f recurrent expenditure, personal emoluments, wages, travel 
and subsistence. The meeting appreciated the presentation as being important in helping them not only 
to manage the census budget, but also in reminding them of the sundries that needed to be accounted for 
in order to ensure a smooth census project.

Agenda item 7: 
Where do we go from here?

The participants wère informed that their reporting obligations did in fact contribute to the 
possibility of accessing funds from donor agencies which always looked closely at the reports before 
authorizing funding. In this regard it should be remembered that the extent to which countries 
implemented plans determined the ease with which they received more or continued financial support. 
The workshop noted that a project as important as the census deserved the support of the public, and that 
support had to be reinforced. Activity and responsibility charts should be developed in which every 
activity was assigned to someone. That would ensure that nothing would be omitted. Progress reports 
could be used to inform COHSOD o f progress in each country. Progress would be mapped with What 
was decided at meetings. Another set of reports that proved to be useful was expenditure reports to 
financiers.

The representative from the CARICOM Secretariat observed that there was no doubt that the 
various user groups of census data were looking forward to what they could benefit from the census. He 
pledged the Secretariat’s commitment and support to the success of this exciting and challenging venture 
at the start o f the new millennium.

In closing the workshop, the Chairman, Mr. Lancelot Busby, thanked the participants for their 
generous and valuable contributions over the three-day period, and expressed particular gratitude to 
CELADE and UNFPA for their financial and other support to the success of the meeting.
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Day 1 Experiences from the 1990/1991 Round of Censuses - Experiences and lessons for the year 2000 
Round.

The administration and organization of the Census
Planning the Census
Census preparation
Field activities
Post field activities

Data processing 
_ Analysis of data
_ Administrative reports
_ Dissemination

Day 2 Preparation for the year 2000 Round of Censuses

Context of the year 2000 Round of Censuses - its relevance, problems and purpose, 
reduced financing from a major source, culture of the people, social context, information 
demand and the information age.

Importance of pre-field, field and post-field activities in the context of the special 
requirements envisaged for achieving a successful year 2000 Round of Censuses.

Day 3 Strategies for the achievement of the goals of the year 2000 Round of Censuses

Aspects requiring particular attention:

Administration 
_ Planning, including financing
_ Execution of the Census
_ Other matters

Tools for managing implementation of the Census Project:

_ Allocating of resources to Census activities
_ Activity chart
_ Responsibility chart
_ Progress chart
_ Intra-term monitoring and evaluation

Annex 1
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ANGUILLA

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

ARUBA

Annex 2 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

COUNTRIES

Mr. Percival Romney 
Executive Officer, Statistics 
Statistical Unit, Ministry of Finance 
Box 60, The Valley 
Tel: 1-262-497-5693 
Fax:1-264-497-3761

Mr. Lauchland Lake, Deputy Census Officer
Statistics Division, Ministry of Planning and Implementation
Redcliffe Street, St. John’s
Tel: 1-268-462-0451
Fax: 1-268-462-1622
e-mail: anustat@candw.com

Mr. Etien Lewis 
Advisor
Statistics Division, Ministry of Planning and Implementation
Redcliffe Street, St. John’s
Tel: 1-268-462-0451
Fax: 1-268-462-1622
e-mail: anustat@candw.com

Mr. Martin Balkestein, Census Officer
Central Bureau of Statistics
L.G. Smith Boulevard 160
Sun Plaza Building
Oranj estad
Tel: 297-837433
Fax: 297-838-057
e-mail: cbs@setarhet.aw

Mr. Frank Eelens, Census Technical Advisor 
Central Bureau of Statistics/Netherlands 

Inter-disciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI)
Oranjestad 
Tel: 297-8-37433 
Fax:: 297-838-057 
e-mail: eelens@setamet.aw

mailto:anustat@candw.com
mailto:anustat@candw.com
mailto:cbs@setarhet.aw
mailto:eelens@setamet.aw
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BAHAMAS Ms. Nerissa Gibson, Statistician - Census Officer
Census of Population Section
Department of Statistics
Ministry of Finance and Planning
P.O. Box N 3904
Nassau
Tel: 1-242-325-5606 
Fax: 1-242-325-5149 
e-mail: dpsce@batelnet

BARBADOS Mr. Eric Straughn, Director
Statistical Service
Barbados Statistical Service
Third Floor, National Insurance Building
Fairchild Street, Bridgetown
Tel: 1-246-427-7396
Fax: 1-246-435-2198
e-mail: barstats@caribsurf.com

BELIZE Mr. Sylvan Roberts, Chief Statistician
Central Statistical Office
Ministry of Finance, New Government Building
Belmopan
Tel: 501-08-22207
Fax: 501-08-23206
e-mail: csogob@btl.net

BERMUDA Ms. Janet Smith Bradshaw, Chief Statistician
Bermuda Statistics Department
P.O. Box HM 3015
Hamilton HMMX
Tel: 1-441-297-7761
Fax: 1-441-295-8390
e-mail: jsmith@ibl.bm

Ms. Melinda Williams, Social Statistician
Bermuda Statistics Department
P.O. Box HM 3015
Hamilton HMMX
Tel: 1-441-297-7761
Fax: 1-441-295-8390
e-mail : melinda_williams@yahoo .com

mailto:barstats@caribsurf.com
mailto:csogob@btl.net
mailto:jsmith@ibl.bm
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

CAYMAN ISLANDS

DOMINICA

GRENADA

Mr. Raymond Phillips, Social Statistician 
Development Planning Unit 
Central Administration Complex 
Wickhams Cay, Road Town, Tortola 
Tel: 1-284-494-3701 
Fax: 1-284-494-3947
e-mail:dpu@caribsurf.com; raymond@caribsurf.com

Mr. Bryan Boxill 
Chief Statistician 
Economic and Statistics Office 
Government Administration Bldg.
Grand Cayman
Tel: 949-0940
Fax: 949-8782
e-mail: bboxill@yahoo.com

Ms. Sonia Campbell 
Census and Survey Supervisor 
Economic and Statistics Office 
Government Administration Bldg.
Grand Cayman 
Tel: 949-0940 
Fax: 949-8782

Ms. Avril Oscar, Statistician 
Central Statistical Office 
Ministry of Finance 
Kennedy Avenue, Roseau 
Tel: 1-767-448-2401 
Fax: 1-767-448-5200 
e-mail: oscara@cwdom.dm

Mr. Albert Alexander, Administrative Assistant
Central Statistical Office
Ministry of Finance
Kennedy Avenue, Roseau
Tel: 1-767-448-2401
Fax: 1-767-448-5200

Mr. Crispin Boney, Ag. Director of Statistics 
Central Statistical Office, Ministry of Finance 
The Carenage, St. George’s 
Tel: 1-473-440-1369 
Fax: 1-473-440-4115 
e-mail:plandw@caribsurf.com

mailto:dpu@caribsurf.com
mailto:raymond@caribsurf.com
mailto:bboxill@yahoo.com
mailto:oscara@cwdom.dm
mailto:plandw@caribsurf.com
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GUYANA Mr. Lennox Benjamin
Chief Statistician 
Bureau of Statistics
P.O Box 542, Avenue of the Republic & Brickdam 
Georgetown
Tel: 592-2-56150; 54975 
Fax: 592-2-62036
e-mail:cstatbos@guyana.net.gy; montben@yahoo.com

Mr. Claude Bristol 
Head, Survey Unit 
Bureau of Statistics
P.O Box 542, Avenue of the Republic & Brickdam
Georgetown
Tel: 592-2-70834
Fax: 592-2-62036

Mr. Dharam Seelochan 
Deputy Chief Statistician
P.O Box 542, Avenue of the Republic & Brickdam
Georgetown
Tel: 592-2-70042
Fax: 592-2-62036
e-mail: seelo4@yahoo.com

Censuses, Demographic and Social Statistics
The Statistical Institute of Jamaica
97B Church Street, Kingston
Tel: 1-876-967-2403
Fax: 1-876-967-2239
e-mail: statinja@infochan.com

Senior Statistician 
Statistics Department
Ministry of Finance & Economic Development
Olveston
Tel: 491-3797
Fax: 491-4632
e-mail: monsta@candw.ag

JAMAICA Ms. Valerie Nam, Director

MONTSERRAT Ms. Teresina Bodkin

mailto:cstatbos@guyana.net.gy
mailto:montben@yahoo.com
mailto:seelo4@yahoo.com
mailto:statinja@infochan.com
mailto:monsta@candw.ag
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NETHERLANDS ANTILLES Mr. Sean de Boer
Head, Department of Population and Housing 

Censuses and Surveys 
Central Bureau of Statistics 
Fort Amsterdam 
Curacao
Tel: 599-9-4611745 
Fax:599-9-4611696 
e-mail: cbscur@ibm.net

NEVIS Mr. Laurence Richards, Senior Statistician
Statistical Department, Ministry of Finance
Nevis Island Administration
Charlestown
Tel: 1-869-469-5521
Fax: 1-869-469-5863

ST. KITTS AND NEVIS Ms. Sylvine Henry, Statistician II
Planning Unit
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Development
Church Street, Basseterre
Tel: 869-465-2521 Ext. 1060
Fax: 869-466-7398
e-mail: planningstk@caribsurf.com

SAINT LUCIA Ms. Ethel Jn. Baptiste, Statistician
Statistics Dept. Ministiy of Finance & Planning 
Government Buildings 
Block A, Castries Waterfront 
Castries
Tel: 1-758-452-4410 
Fax: 1-758-452-2506 
e-mail: ethel@stats.gov.lc

ST. VINCENT &
THE GRENADINES Mr. Selwyn Allen, Chief Statistician

Statistical Office, Central Planning Division
Ministry of Finance & Planning
Kingstown
Tel: 1-784-457-2921
Fax: 1-784-456-2430
e-mail: cenplan@caribsurf.com

mailto:cbscur@ibm.net
mailto:planningstk@caribsurf.com
mailto:ethel@stats.gov.lc
mailto:cenplan@caribsurf.com
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SURINAME

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Ms. Gatlin Roberts, Statistician
Statistical Office, Central Planning Division
Ministry of Finance & Planning
Kingstown
Tel: 1-784-457-2921
Fax: 1-784-456-2430
e-mail: cenplan@caribsurf.com

Professor H.E. Lamur
Centre for the Study of the African Diaspora in
Europe and Latin America
University of Amsterdam
Rokin 84, 1012 KX Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: 31-20-525-2618/2454
Fax: 31-20-525-3628
e-mail: lamur@,pscw.uva.nl

Mr. Matthew Ramsaroop 
Director of Statistics 
Central Statistical Office 
35-41 Queen Street 
Port of Spain 
Tel: 1-868-624-2436 
Fax: 1-868-625-3802 
e-mail: director@wow.net

Ms. Beverly Andrews, Statistician I
Central Statistical Office
35-41 Queen Street
Port of Spain
Tel: 1-868-624-8206
Fax: 1-868-625-3802
e-mail: poagsta@wow.net

Mr. Adhar Beepat
Ag. Chief Census and Surveys Officer
Central Statistical Office
35-41 Queen Street
Port of Spain
Tel: 1-868-624-3239
Fax: 1-868-625-3802

mailto:cenplan@caribsurf.com
mailto:director@wow.net
mailto:poagsta@wow.net
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Mr. Joseph Lynch 
Statistician
Central Statistical Office 
35-41 Queen Street 
Port of Spain 
Tel: 1-868-624-8206 
Fax: 1-868-625-3802

Mr. Harold Wall, Statistical Cartographer
Central Statistical Office
35-41 Queen Street
Port of Spain
Tel: 1-868-624-8419
Fax: 1-868-625-3802
e-mail: maplfsta@wow.net

TURKS AND CAICOS Mr. Nicholas Providence, Statistician
Ministry of Finance, South Base
Grand Turk
Tel: 1-649-946-2372
Fax: 1-649-946-2557
e-mail:nprovidence@hotmail.com

UNITED STATES VIRGIN IS. Mr. Frank Mills
Manager of the Census 
University of the Virgin Islands 
Eastern Caribbean Center 
St. Thomas, V I00802 
Tel: 340-693-1027 
Fax: 340-693-1025 
e-mail: fmills@uvi.edu

mailto:maplfsta@wow.net
mailto:nprovidence@hotmail.com
mailto:fmills@uvi.edu
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ORGANIZATIONS

CARICOM Mr. Osmond Gordon
Programme Manager, Statistics
CARICOM Secretariat
P.O Box 10827, Avenue of the Republic
Georgetown
GUYANA
Tel: 592-2-64977
Fax:592-2-66091
e-mail: osmondg@caricom.org

Ms. Waveney Glasgow
Project Officer, Statistics
CARICOM Secretariat
P.O Box 10827Avenue of the Republic
Georgetown, GUYANA
Tel: 592-2-69280
Fax: 592-2-66091
e-mail: wglasgow@caricom.org

Director
Latin American and Caribbean Demographic Centre
Casilla 179-D
Santiago
CHILE
Tel: 56-2-210-2000 
Fax: 56-2-2080252 
e-mail: dblanchard@eclac.cl

Ms. Susana Scholnik
Latin American and Caribbean Demographic Centre
Casilla 179-D
Santiago
CHILE
Tel: 56-2-210-2000 
Fax: 56-2-2080252

United Nations Population Fund
CST/LAC
Santiago
CHILE
Tel: 56-2-206-6089 
Fax: 56-2-206-6105 
e-mail: ralphh@unfpacst.cl

CELADE Mr. Daniel S. Blanchard

UNFPA Mr. Ralph Hakkert

mailto:osmondg@caricom.org
mailto:wglasgow@caricom.org
mailto:dblanchard@eclac.cl
mailto:ralphh@unfpacst.cl
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ILO Mr. James A. Williams
Deputy Director
International Labour Organisation 
11 St. Clair Avenue 
Port of Spain, TRINIDAD 
Tel: 628-1453 
Fax: 628-2433

ISER Dr. Godfrey St. Bernard 
Research Fellow
Institute of Social and Economic Research
University of the West Indies
St. Augustine
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Tel: 662-2002 Ext. 2148
Fax: 645-6329
e-mail: gstbiser@trinidad.net

UNESCO Mr. Suren Gajraj 
UNESCO Representative 
8 Elizabeth Street 
St Clair
PORT OF SPAIN 
Tel: 628-4827/622-0536 
Fax: 628-4827

UNICEF Dr. Olney Daly 
Consultant
Social Policy Monitoring and Evaluation
United Nations Children’s Fund
2nd Floor, Hastings Building
Hastings, Christ Church
BARBADOS
Tel: 1-246-436-2119
Fax: 1-246-436-2812
e-mail: olnwinfg@caribsurf.com

mailto:gstbiser@trinidad.net
mailto:olnwinfg@caribsurf.com
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Dr. Neville Duncan
Reader in Caribbean Policy Issues
University of the West Indies
Department of Government
Cave Hill Campus
St. Michael
BARBADOS
Tel: 246-417-4290 Ext. 4288 
Fax: 246-417-4270
e-mail: neville.duncan@uwichill.edu.bb

Dr. Karl Theodore 
University o f the West Indies 
Faculty o f Social Sciences 
Department of Economics 
St. Augustine, TRINIDAD 
Fax: 1-8680662-9456

Mr. Desmond Hunte 
Consultant 
44 Emerald Gardens 
O'Meara Road, Arima 
TRINIDAD 
Tel: 642-2608 
Fax: 642-2608 
e-mail: dhunte

ECLAC System

Ms. Len Ishmael, Director
ECLAC Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean
P.O Box 1113
Port of Spain, TRINIDAD
Tel: 1-868-623-5595
Fax: 1-868-623-8485
e-mail: lishmael@eclacpos.org

Mr. Lancelot Busby, Economic Affairs Officer (Statistics) 
e-mail: lbusby@eclacpos.org

Ms. Sonia Cuales, Social Affairs Officer 
e-mail: scuales@eclacpos.org

SPECIAL GUESTS

mailto:neville.duncan@uwichill.edu.bb
mailto:lishmael@eclacpos.org
mailto:lbusby@eclacpos.org
mailto:scuales@eclacpos.org



